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Welcome to the 2015 
Revolver theatre Festival
Welcome and thank you for choosing the rEvolver 
Festival. 2015 marks our third year, and we are 
delighted with the programming this Spring – we 
believe it represents everything we are trying to 
achieve with the festival. There‘s a great mix of artists, 
from those emerging on the national stage (Adam 
Lazarus, Jeff Gladstone), to up-and-coming locals 
(Elysse Cheadle, Jordan Watkins). Artistically, there’s 
something for all tastes: from the unique shadow 
puppetry of Caws & Effect, the out-and-out comedic 
genius of The Progressive Polygamists, the roving solo 
adventure The Stranger, to experimental theatre like 
The Peaceful Sea, to the powerful social commentary 
of Half Girl/Half Face. Shows aside, we hope you also 
find time to take part in some of the conversations and 
works-in-progress offerings such as Demostage and 
our Reading Series. 

We’ll see you at the BBQ station!

Daniel Martin and Dave Mott
Co-Artistic Producers
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Double Recessive 
Oppression. Genocide. Comedy

Jordan Lloyd Watkins (Vancouver)

May 20–30 
Culture Lab
50 Minutes

“The writing is strong, the performance is tight, the 
pacing is perfect, and the satire is razor-sharp. This is 
one to go out of your way to see.” – artthreat.net

Written, Performed & designed by Jordan Lloyd Watkins
Direction & Dramaturgy by David Bloom
Social Media & Marketing by Michelle Zazulak

“We are a society without deception, we must show ourselves for what 
we truly are.” – The Hair Dye Prohibition Act of 2024 

A blessing. A curse. A one in four chance. A people on the brink 
of extinction. What would you do if you were the last of your 
kind? Double Recessive is a savage comedy about an eerily familiar 
dystopia; showing us the history of the Ginger crisis, and how 
society reacts when a lone Red is born, years after their supposed 
extinction. A nasty, seemingly extreme, look at how society deals 
with “the other”, everything in Double Recessive is based on 
real events.

The Art Of Building A Bunker 
“Layered, funny, timely, angry, disturbing.” 
          – NOW Magazine

Directed By Guillermo Verdecchia
Written By Adam Lazarus And Guillermo Verdecchia
Performed By Adam Lazarus
Lighting By Michelle Ramsay
Costumes By Camillia Koo
Sound By Richard Feren

A viciously funny and tragic story recounting a week in the life of 
your average Elvis as he endures mandatory workplace sensitivity 
training. Elvis finds himself surrounded by a group of characters 
that is diversely bizarre and bizarrely diverse, all portrayed 
by Adam Lazarus with sharp wit and comic genius. An equal 
opportunity satire where nothing is sacred and no one is spared.

Unanimously heralded after a hit run opening the Factory Theatre’s 
Mainstage 2014/15 season, Bunker is a piece of theatre to be seen, 
talked about, argued about. Referred to as hilarious, racist, brilliant, 
dark, and truly provocative, critics can’t get enough of the Bunker. 

Summerworks Best of the Fest for Outstanding Production, 
Performance and Direction. 

Quiptake (Toronto)

May 27–30 
Culture Lab
90 Minutes

Culture Lab Performances

Presenting partner Presenting 
partner
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The Peaceful Sea
Visually stunning. A creative imagining and 
honest examination of determination.

Written & Directed by Angela Ferreira
Performed by Elysse Cheadle, Iris Lau, Sean Marshall Jr., 
Carmine Santavenere, Manuela Sosa & Elliot Vaughan
Music Composed by Elliot Vaughan
Choreography by Iris Lau
Lighting By Jonathan Kim

Sourced from extant nautical journals, Ferreira follows the three 
year nautical adventure of Ferdinand Magellan, whose first 
circumnavigation of the globe changed the scope of cultural 
exchange, navigation, and globalization. Ferreira’s creative 
imagining of Magellan’s determination is illuminated by Lau’s fluid 
choreography while Vaughan’s live Portuguese guitar textures 
the actors’ performances in this visually stunning piece from 
Theatre Elsewhere.

Theatre Elsewhere (Vancouver)

May 21–24
Culture Lab
60 Minutes

In a world missing all history, the man with 
a single memory is king. 

Concept, Text & Direction by Elysse Cheadle
Co-created & Performed by Ashley Aron, Carmine Santavenere, 
Derek Chan, Keely O’Brien, Manuela Sosa & Shannon Lee
Music composed by Elliot Vaughan
Lighting by Jonathan Kim

Inside Mr. Snortoose, one remaining memory exists. 
Unfortunately, it disappears whenever he needs to recall it. The 
community around him – a buncha hollow know-nothin machine-
children – is growing restless for the past, and the machine they 
are tirelessly building is threatening unspeakable futures.

Corrupting and misinterpreting text from old newspapers, out-
dated medical textbooks, and a couple of well known fables, 
Mr. Snortoose and the Machine-Children’s Machine is an absurd 
nostalgia retelling a history that never really happened. 

Mr Snortoose And  The 
Machine-Children’s Machine

Elysse Cheadle (Vancouver)

May 22–31
Culture Lab
45 Minutes

Presenting 
partner

Presenting 
partner
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Balls
Witness things you’ve never seen on stage before.

Directed by Cory Haas and Gilles Poulin-Denis
Created and Performed by Tiffany Anderson, Cory Haas, Chris Lam, 
Julian Legere, Caitlin McFarlane, Andrew Wade & Cathy Wilmot

What does it take to make a play? If we strip away all the lines 
and words, the song and dance, the beautiful costumes and 
the elaborate set design, what’s left? Just actors on a stage 
wondering what to do. Not simply actors, but humans. Humans 
exploring the notion of risk taking, by doing things they’ve never 
done or seen on a stage before. It takes Balls to do that.

Balls is about exploring a new form of theatre. Focusing on the 
experience of the spectator rather than the narrative. Artistic 
creation is always about taking risks. But, when it comes to 
theatre, the ultimate risk is always taken by the audience when 
they decide to purchase a ticket.

Groupe Ad Hoc + Stages Theatre Co (Vancouver)

May 23–24
Historic theatre
60 Minutes

Historic Theatre Performances

The Progressive Polygamists
Created & performed by Emmelia Gordon and Pippa Mackie
Inspired by the child brides and sister wives of Bountiful BC 
and around the world

A fast-paced satirical comedy about two sister wives, Mercy Eve 
and Eden Grace, who are determined to convince the world that 
polygamy is modern, harmless and the best way to live! While 
doing so, they address the most common assumptions about 
being a polygamist: jealousy, children, heavy petting and highly 
coiffed hair. Through song, cookies, jump rope, and confessions 
this show shines a new light on a topical and controversial 
British Columbian polygamist community. It’s not a performance, 
it’s a “REformance” and the sister wives do their very best to 
“Keep Sweet.”

Emmelia Gordon & Pippa Mackie (Vancouver)

 – Edmonton Journal
 – Edmonton Sun
 – Plank Magazine
 – Saskatoon StarPhoenix

Presenting 
partner

Show sponsor

May 30–31
Culture Lab
60 Minutes
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8:00     9:30  8:00 7:00 3:45 2:15
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9:45 2:30
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9:45 9:45  9:45 9:45*

8:00 8:00 8:00 8:00  6:30

8:00 8:00

5:30 4:00 7:30 7:00 5:00 2:00

7:30
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The Art of Building a bunkerCulture Lab

Founders’ Lounge

Site-specific

Historic Theatre

The Peaceful Sea

Caws & Effect

Hell of a Girl

DemoStage

Cocktales with Maria

Half GirL/Half Face

Balls

Mr Snortoose

Double Recessive

The Progressive Polygamists

The Stranger (every 25 minutes)

May

Festival Calendar     
     = Quick-fire Talkback         = Evening Barbecue      

Afternoon and evening performances only. All listed times are PM.
All events at The Cultch – 1895 Venables St, Vancouver 

* Off-site performance/after-party at club 8x6, 1775 Haro St
$25 + fees

Storytelling – Riel Hahn Presents 

Updrafts Readings TA GUEULE READINGs
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May 20–24
Historic theatre
100 Minutes

Hell Of A Girl 
A Cowboy-Noir Opera
Grand Ole Opry meets Tom Waits

Created by Jeff Gladstone
Directed by Ryan Gladstone
Produced by Kristina Lemieux

Hell of a Girl is a fresh take on the Orpheus myth, set in a timeless 
world with cowboys, nymphs and demons, and told through 26 
original songs.

“A multi-disciplinary happening drawing upon a high-caliber roster of 
musicians, singers, theatre artists and bands to create a one-of-a-kind 
evening that was thrilling, surprising, moving and joyous. Moments of 
quiet beauty were juxtaposed with raucous celebration, all of it held 
together by the wit, lyricism and musicality of Jeff’s songs.”    
     – Peter Anderson

Jeff Gladstone & The Bad Ideas (Vancouver)

Presenting partner Show 
sponsor

Presenting 
partner “a gorgeous and wondrous work of art” – CBC 

Created & Performed by Chloe Ziner & Jessica Gabriel 
Projections, Music, Puppets & Costumes designed and created by 
Jessica Gabriel & Chloe Ziner

Crows are re-dreaming the world. Is the future all it’s cracked 
up to be?

Mind of a Snail’s large scale shadow theatre production is an 
exploration of survival and extinction from a bird’s eye view. 
Funny, beautiful and unique, with handmade layered projections, 
puppetry, masks, and an original musical score. A modern fable, 
a tongue-in-cheek nature documentary, the animated dream 
of a sleeping bird. In 2014, Caws & Effect won Patrons Pick at 
the Winnipeg Fringe and Pick of the Fringe at the Vancouver 
Fringe Festival.

Since 2003, Chloé Ziner and Jessica Gabriel have been 
developing a multi-layered style of visual storytelling using 
overhead projectors as their main light source. They are known 
for their original aesthetic, quirky humor and unique approach 
to storytelling.

Caws & Effect
Mind of a Snail (Vancouver)

May 20–24
Historic theatre
50 Minutes

Show 
sponsor
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Cocktales with Maria
Maria Toilette/Joel Klein: Chanteuse, Co-Creator
Morekeys de Schade/Karen Lee-Morlang: Collaborative 
Pianist, Pain-Artist
Vadge/Kristina Lemieux: Performative Stage Manager
Isaiah Bell: Composer, Co-Creator
Sammy Chien: Interdisciplinary Media Artist
Myles Laphen: Fantasy Stylist

Cocktales with Maria is a drag opera cabaret theatre piece that 
explores the diversity of sexual experience. Eight songs, based 
verbatim on conversations with Vancouver gay men about their 
real-life M2M sexual experiences, are performed by Maria Toilette, 
Vancouver’s original giant glam drag queen opera superstar, with 
live piano accompaniment by the supremely talented Karen Lee-
Morlang. Using a variety of musical styles, Victoria composer Isaiah 
Bell has set these texts to music, creating a performance piece 
which invites audiences to freely examine their own sexual pasts, 
their hang-ups, their desires and their joys in a humorous, non-
judgmental light.

Low-Rent Gutter Opera Perfomance Collective (Vancouver)

May 27–30
Founders’ Lounge*
40 Minutes

The Stranger
“If you’ve ever felt like taking part in a video 
game – not playing it, but being in it – The Stranger, 
a fascinating walkabout show about freedom and 
reinvention, will excite you.” – NOW Magazine

Written & Directed by Daniele Bartolini
Co-created with Danya Buonastella, Rory de Brouwer & Chiara Fontanella
Original music by Matteo Ciardi & Norah Sadava
Performed By Rory de Brower & a locally-cast ensemble 
Costumes By Chiara Fontanella

A walkabout performance designed for one audience member at 
a time; you become the central character in the play. Thrust into a 
secret world, you follow “strangers” into streets and undisclosed 
locations searching for clues to a mysterious story. The story 
unfolds as a journey filled with surprises that blur reality and 
fiction. The Stranger will will make you see the city, and yourself, 
anew. Every performance is a unique experience.

DLT Teatro’s work has thrilled audiences in Toronto and Europe. 
Tickets are strictly limited.

Best Ensemble, Best Direction and Best Production, 
SummerWorks 2014 (NOW Magazine)

DLT Teatro (Toronto)

May 26–31
Roving SITE
60 Minutes

SITE-SPECIFIC Performance

Enormous thanks to all the 
wonderful West Coast gays 
who provided anonymous sex 
stories to be set verbatim for 
this project.

Sat, May 30 will be an off-site performance at Davie 
Street’s private club 8x6, 1775 Haro St. 8x6.ca 
Performance includes an after-party – play party – 
open to all sex and gender identities. $25 + fees

*
Important: Active audience participation and walking 
involved (sneakers or running shoes are suggested). 
Please bring a fully-charged mobile phone. 
This performance ends in a downtown location – please 
ensure you allow time to get to your next performance.

Founders’ Lounge Performances
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Written and directed by Zoë Erwin-Longstaff
With Arlen Aguayo Stewart as YOUNG-GIRL

YOUNG-GIRL is astounded when she discovers that a photo of 
her has gone viral. YOUNG-GIRL doesn’t know who created the 
meme or why. Accompanying the meme is a bafflingly nondescript 
slogan that simply reads: FACE. Estranged from her own image 
and vulnerable to the vicious speculation and commentary of the 
internet, YOUNG-GIRL posts a response video on YouTube in an 
attempt to rein in her narrative. Uncensored and uninterrupted, we 
are taken through YOUNG-GIRL’s meditation on her sudden fame.  
We first watch her weigh how to respond to the meme, followed 
by a self-eviscerating contemplation of “the vast expanse that is 
her face.” All the while she is policing the actions of herself and 
other girls. 

Shortlisted for the Contra Guys Award for 
New Performance Text, SummerWorks 2014

 
Half Girl/Half Face
Surplus-Value Theatre (Toronto)

May 26–31
Founders’ Lounge
60 Minutes

Founder’s 
Lounge

TA GUEULE Translation SERIES 
BoucheWHACKED! & Ruby Slippers Theatre  (Vancouver)

Storytelling – Riel Hahn Presents 
May 22 & 23

Vancouver treasure Riel Hahn has been 
described as “delicious”, “hilarious”, 
“ferocious”, “filthy mouthed”, and 
as “a blizzard in the House of 
Commons”. Riel believes that 
gathering together to tell stories is 
one of the most seditious practices 
we have, and binds us with the 
love and the strength needed to 
build a revolution for humanity. 
No big deal.

Join Riel as she hosts two 
evenings with a colourful array of 
favourite and soon to be favourite 
local storytellers, and regales you 
with her own true tales. Laugh, cry, 
recognize yourselves, leave with love 
in your hearts. (90 minutes)

All readings are Pay-What-You-Can

Quebec’s most daring young playwrights’ 
English language premieres

NOUS VOIR NOUS 
– Sat, May 30, 5:00pm
By Guillaume Corbeil 
Translated by Jack Paterson 
Five characters bare their souls 
through social media, defining and 
redefining themselves. (90 minutes)

The Crow – Sun, May 31, 2:00pm
By Lise Vaillancourt   
Translated by Maureen Labonté
A comedy with heart, The Crow is about mothers and 
daughters, dependence and independence, our changing roles 
as we age, the elasticity of love, and the circuitous journey of 
life. (90 minutes)
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About the Revolver Festival
rEvolver presents adventurous, high energy, and sophisticated 
new work by emerging companies and artists, bringing audiences 
the full range of contemporary theatrical practice, from script-
based theatre to devised and site-specific works, staged readings 
of works-in-progress, and in-depth discussions with artists.  

Expect everything EXCEPT the kitchen sink! 

revolverfestival.ca

About UPINtheair theatre
Our Mission: Upintheair Theatre fosters possible futures: 
supporting the next generation of theatre makers, and exploring 
new ideas through a unique focus on speculative fiction and 
formal innovation. 

Since 2000, Upintheair has created and produced new plays 
including Inside the Seed, Wedgie, 120bpm, and Wagabondi Ho! 
We presented the Walking Fish Festival from 2003 until 2010, and 
the Neanderthal Arts Festival from 2010 through 2012. This fall, 
keep an eye out for our production of The North Plan, a comedy-
thriller about the collapse of democracy by playwright Jason 
Wells, directed by ITSAZOO Theatre’s Chelsea Haberlin.

upintheairtheatre.com

Festival Staff
Co-Artistic Producers: Daniel Martin and David Mott
Associate Producer / Demostage Curator: Stephanie Elgersma
Technical Director: Jordan Boivin
Assistant Technical Director: Taylor Janzen
Publicist: Zoe Quinn

Front cover: Adam Lazarus in The Art of Building a Bunker, photo: Bronwen Sharp 
Graphic design: Kristen Johnson

Updrafts reading series
Modern Love – Wed, May 20, 5:30pm
Written by Sebastian Archibald
A woman is accused of a horrendous act of 
terrorism. Her interrogator is a secret service agent. 
He also happens to be her ex-fiancé. This is not off 
to a good start... (70 minutes) 

Rip Van Winkle the Musical – Sat, May 23, 4:00pm
Book and lyrics by Alyssa Kostello 
Music by James Coomber
Rip Van Winkle falls asleep, and wakes to find that 
twenty years have passed. Everyone he knew and 
loved – gone. What remains important, twenty 
years later? (60 minutes)

Born in a Country That No Longer Exists – Sun, May 24, 7:30pm
Written by Anja Savcic
star star theatre
Anja’s reflections on diaspora, identity, and 
the impact of the Yugoslavian war on her life 
run parallel with the remarkable story of her 
grandparents: the enduring love between a 
Croatian woman and Serbian man. (70 minutes) 

Cave – Tues, May 26, 7:00pm
Written by Miguel Eichelberger
Good Theatre
In a crumbling dystopia, two survivors take refuge 
in an old theatre. Alex and Maryn must start as we 
once did: without a light, in a cave. (70 minutes)

Demostage – Thurs, May 21, 7:30pm

Collaboration. Discourse. Feedback. Inspiration. Interaction.

Taking inspiration from software development, during Demostage 
Vancouver artists share what they are working on and invite 
audiences to ask questions and provide feedback. The event 
encourages collaboration, problem solving, and bringing audiences 
into the creation process before public presentation. Demostage 
was first initiated by Dustin Harvey at Secret Theatre in Halifax. 
(90 minutes) 

Founder’s 
Lounge

All readings are Pay-What-You-Can
Demostage is FREE to attend
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Thank you to our funders, sponsors and individual supporters. 
This festival would not be possible without your generosity.

Tickets
Single Tickets: 
Regular: $17/$20* with service charges
Low Income (self-identified): $12/$15 
with service charges
*except March 30 production of Cocktales with Maria: $25/$28

3 Show Pass: 
$36/$40 with service charges 
(Get a show for free! Save $17!)

For more ticket info: 
604.251.1363 or tickets.thecultch.com
Location: 
All events at The Cultch 
1895 Venables St, Vancouver

Contact/Follow
Web: revolverfestival.ca
Email: info@upintheairtheatre.com
Facebook: Facebook.com/UpintheairTheatre
Twitter: twitter.com/UITATheatre
#revolverfest

Donate: Make a donation online 
through CanadaHelps!

funding bodies

Media Sponsor

Funded by the  
Government of 

Canada

We acknowledge the financial support of the Province of British Columbia


